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A method is presented for quantitative analysis of the biodistribution of adeno-associated virus (AAV) gene transfer
vectors following in vivo administration. We used iodine-124 (I-124) radiolabeling of the AAV capsid and positron
emission tomography combined with compartmental modeling to quantify whole-body and organ-specific biodistribution
of AAV capsids from 1 to 72 h following administration. Using intravenous (IV) and intracisternal (IC) routes of
administration of AAVrh.10 and AAV9 vectors to nonhuman primates in the absence or presence of anticapsid im-
munity, we have identified novel insights into initial capsid biodistribution and organ-specific capsid half-life. Neither
I-124-labeled AAVrh.10 nor AAV9 administered intravenously was detected at significant levels in the brain relative to
the administered vector dose. Approximately 50% of the intravenously administered labeled capsids were dispersed
throughout the body, independent of the liver, heart, and spleen. When administered by the IC route, the labeled capsid
had a half-life of *10 h in the cerebral spinal fluid (CSF), suggesting that by this route, the CSF serves as a source with
slow diffusion into the brain. For both IV and IC administration, there was significant influence of pre-existing anticapsid
immunity on I-124-capsid biodistribution. The methodology facilitates quantitative in vivo viral vector dosimetry, which
can serve as a technique for evaluation of both on- and off-target organ biodistribution, and potentially accelerate gene
therapy development through rapid prototyping of novel vector designs.

Keywords: adeno-associated viral vectors, vector biodistribution, vector immune response, vector dosimetry, AAV
imaging

INTRODUCTION

RECOMBINANT ADENO-ASSOCIATED VIRUS (AAV) vectors are

small, single-stranded DNA parvoviruses, in which the

viral genes are replaced by an expression cassette con-

taining a transgene of therapeutic interest.1–3 AAV vectors

are widely used for in vivo gene delivery,1–6 have minimal

pathogenicity, and mediate persistent expression for the

life of nonproliferating cells.1–3,6–12 The target organ(s),

capsid structure, route of administration, and preexisting

immunity can each modify the biodistribution of the ad-

ministered therapeutic vector.3,13–19

One of the challenges in developing AAV vectors for

specific therapies is how to effectively assess the biodis-

tribution of the vector following in vivo administration.20

The standard approach is to assess vector DNA in various

organs in the experimental animal after necropsy or bi-

opsy.5,6,13,16,21–24 Most AAV biodistribution data are from

rodents,5,6,13,19,24,25 with limited data from nonhuman

primates (NHP)8,17,26–32 and humans.33

We have developed a strategy to radioiodinate AAV

capsids with iodine-124 (I-124), a cyclotron-produced pos-

itron emitter, with a physical half-life of 4.18 days, which

allows for positron emission tomography (PET) of vector

biodistribution for several days after I-124-labeled AAV

vector administration.34–36 Our previous study in rodents

demonstrated the feasibility and safety of this approach.37

In the present study, we scaled up the labeling tech-

nique and used quantitative PET imaging to assess the

initial biodistribution of I-124-labeled AAV capsids in

NHP, a species large enough to facilitate assessment of
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vector biodistribution to specific organs. After adjustment

for physical half-life, measurements of positron-electron

annihilation photons from I-124 decay are a surrogate for

the amount of vector capsid present and can be used to

calculate whole-body and organ biodistribution as well as

the time dependence of capsid metabolism over several

days.38 Capsid metabolism here is defined as the biologi-

cal half-life of the protein capsid.

As examples, we assessed the biodistribution of I-124-

labeled AAVrh.10 and AAV9 vectors administered by

either intravenous (IV) or intracisternal (IC) routes to NHP

using an observation period of 1–72 h in the absence or

presence of systemic anticapsid immunity. We describe

our observations in the context of a simple compartmental

model that treats multiple organ distribution from a single-

source component. The analysis provides new insights into

the biodistribution of the two AAV serotypes via the two

routes of delivery, observations that should be useful in

translating AAV vector use to treat human disease.

METHODS
AAV vectors

Four AAV vectors were used: (1) AAVrh.10mCherry,

rh.10 capsid, coding for an artificial marker protein,

mCherry39; (2) AAVrh.10FXN, rh.10 capsid, coding for

human frataxin (FXN), a nonsecreted mitochondrial pro-

tein; (3) AAV9 mCherry, 9 capsid, coding for mCherry; and

(4) AAV9FXN, 9 capsid, coding for human FXN. The two

different reporter transgenes were used to avoid inducing

antitransgene immunity with a second administration. Each

AAV vector contained an expression cassette comprising

the cytomegalovirus/b-actin hybrid (CAG) promoter, the

transgene cDNA, and the rabbit b-globin poly (A) sequence

flanked by AAV2 inverted terminal repeats and en-

capsidation signal, pseudotyped with either the AAVrh.10

or AAV9 capsid of choice (Supplementary Fig. S1).

HEK 293T cells were cotransfected with the transgene

expression cassette plasmid and the packaging/helper

plasmid that expresses in trans the AAV serotype-specific

cap and rep genes, together with the adenovirus helper

genes necessary for virus replication and production.12,40–44

Viral particles were purified using standard methods and

concentrated to 1013 gene copies per milliliter in

phosphate-buffered saline (PBS).12,43 The production of

AAV vectors met the endotoxin, mycoplasma, sterility,

and transgene expression release criteria.

Radioiodination
The use of iodine was based on its relatively mild

chemistry for coupling to proteins. We chose the isotope

I-124 for its 4-day half-life to allow the measure of vector

distribution for several days after administration. NaI-124

was received as a 0.05 M NaOH solution (3D Imaging,

Little Rock, AR). Radioiodine solution was neutralized

using pH 7.5, 25 mM Tris HCl buffer containing 0.4 M

NaCl and transferred to a Pierce� Iodogen tube (Thermo

Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) and kept for 30 min at

23�C with intermittent stirring. The activated NaI-124 so-

lution was transferred to a separate vial containing the

AAV9 or AAVrh.10 vector. After mixing, the vial was kept

on an ice bath and mixed periodically by gently stirring over

90 min. Following radiolabeling, the product mixture was

diluted in pH 9.0, 50 mM Tris HCl, 50 mM NaCl, and pu-

rified using an anion exchange cartridge (1 mL, HiTrap Q

High Performance cartridge; GE Healthcare, Chicago, IL)

followed by centrifugal filtration on 100K MW cutoff filters

(Millipore, St Louis, MO) and serial washings (four times)

with pH 7.4 PBS buffer at 3,300 rpm for 3 min.

The purified I-124-labeled AAV vectors were formu-

lated in PBS buffer. The labeling efficiency (before puri-

fication) and radiochemical purity (after purification) were

determined by instant thin-layer chromatography using

glass-fiber silica gel paper strips (Agilent Technologies,

Santa Clara, CA) as stationary and PBS as mobile phase.

The radiolabeling yields (the fraction of the original

amount of vector that was in the final product) ranged from

25% to 35%. Purification resulted in >99% radiochemi-

cally pure I-124-AAV in all cases that were released

for administration, indicating that the amount of free I-124

in the preparation was <1%. Sodium dodecyl sulfate–

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) demon-

strated that 95% of labeled protein included all three

(VP1–3) of the AAV capsid proteins (not shown).

An example of the calculation of the number of I-124

atoms per AAV capsid is as follows. Starting with 5.0 mCi

of I-124 and 1.0 · 1013 virus particles, the radiochemical

labeling procedure was carried out using the Iodogen

method as described above.45 In the final product, 550 lCi

was observed in solution with 3.7 · 1012 virus particles.

The total number of radioactive atoms in the product was

calculated as Aos where Ao = 550 lCi and s is the lifetime

that is related to the I-124 half-life by s = T1/2/0.693. Since

the radiochemical purity of the product was >99%, the total

number of radioactive atoms bound to the AAV capsids

was 7.95 · 1012, and the mean number of I-124 atoms per

virus particle in the preparation was 2.15. An overview of

the experimental design and the details of the vector la-

beling for each administration are provided in Table 1.

Nonhuman primates
The study was carried out with adult male Chlorocebus

aethiops sabaeus NHP (African green monkeys, [n = 6]; 5-

to 7-year old; 5.5–8.5 kg; Worldwide Primates, Miami,

FL). All monkeys were healthy and pathogen free during

the 3-month quarantine and subsequent study periods. No

animal had been previously used for experimental studies.

NHP were maintained in paired-housed cages, fed twice

daily with monkey chow (Monkey Diet Jumbo; PMI

Nutrition International, Brentwood, MO), supplemented

1238 BALLON ET AL.
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with fruit or vegetables daily, with access to water ad

libitum, enriched with videos, toys, and observed daily by

the research specialists for general appearance, signs of

toxicity, distress, and changes in behavior. All studies

were conducted under protocols reviewed and approved

by the Weill Cornell Institutional Animal Care and Use

Committee (Protocol No. 2013-0022) following NIH

guide for care and use of laboratory animals, including the

use of I-124. We chose African green monkeys due to their

similarity to human physiology and scalability to humans,

and our extensive behavioral and blood parameter data

sets from our prior NHP AAV studies.11,12,43,46,47

Study design
The design of this study included AAV serotypes

previously investigated in multiple NHP studies to ad-

dress the initial distribution of the AAV in the whole

body.11,12,26,30–32,43,46,48–52 We chose a moderate AAV

dose (average total dose 4.4 · 1012 I-124-labeled AAV

vector capsids) for the initial trial design that allowed

good visualization of the PET signal of I-124 radi-

olabeled AAV, and to limit the amount of radioactivity

injected into the animals. All NHP were screened for

seropositivity against AAV9 and AAVrh.10 before in-

clusion in the study to insure that no NHP exhibited total

or neutralizing anti-AAV antibodies. The capsid sero-

type, transgene, route of vector administration, and im-

mune status for each NHP were as follows. NHP1,

AAVrh.10mCherry, IV administration, capsid immune-

naive, followed in 63 days with AAVrh.10FXN, IV,

capsid immune. NHP2, AAV9mCherry, IV, capsid

immune-naive, followed in 70 days with AAV9FXN, IV,

capsid immune. NHP3, AAVrh.10mCherry, IC, capsid

immune-naive, followed in 70 days with AAVrh.10FXN,

IC, capsid immune. NHP4, AAV9mCherry, IC, capsid

immune-naive, followed in 91 days with AAV9FXN,

IC, capsid immune. NHP5, AAV9mCherry, IC, capsid

immune-naive, higher dose, used for additional assess-

ment at 42 days for organ levels of mCherry. NHP6,

I-124-NaI control, IC, capsid immune-naive, followed in

112 days with I-124-NaI control, IV, capsid immune-

naive. All AAV vectors (AAV9, AAVrh.10) or PBS sham

was administered via aseptic procedures.

Following administration of the I-124 infusate to the

NHP, the animals were monitored for adverse reactions

3 · /day for the first week and then daily afterward. No

animal displayed adverse events. Radioactivity was

monitored in the cage and wastes daily. After 72 h, no

activity was detected in the excreted waste.

Vector administration

IV administration. Anesthetized NHP were placed

in supine position, the saphenous vein shaved and scrub-

bed for IV injection, and a sterile drape placed over the

animal with the site exposed. A SurgiVet (22G 1¢¢) vas-

cular catheter (Waukesha, WI) was placed in the right or

left lateral saphenous vein. The catheter was then secured

in place with tape and patency verified by injecting a

Table 1. I-124-AAVrh.10 and 9 vector positron emission tomography imaging in nonhuman primates

NHP No.a Route
Vector Immune

Status b
AAV

Serotype/Transgene c
Day of Vector
Administration

Labeled
Activity, lCi

Injected
Activity, lCi

Dose of Vector
Administered, gc

Ratio of AAV dose
to Injected Activity, gc/lCi

I-124 per
Capsid

Detected
Activity, lCi d

1 Intravenous Naive 10/mCherry 0 243 150 3.1 · 1012 2.1 · 1010 1.51 99
Immune 10/FXN 63 1060 748 6.6 · 1012 0.9 · 1010 3.10 520

2 Intravenous Naive 9/mCherry 0 110 59 5.7 · 1012 9.7 · 1010 0.37 40
Immune 9/FXN 70 656 350 4.2 · 1012 1.2 · 1010 3.01 292

3 Intracisternal Naive 10/mCherry 0 727 437 5.0 · 1012e 1.1 · 1010e 2.80e 351
Immune 10/FXN 70 950 689 5.0 · 1012 0.7 · 1010 3.66 542

4 Intracisternal Naive 9/mCherry 0 550 413 3.7 · 1012 0.9 · 1010 2.87 325
Immune 9/FXN 91 420 278 1.1 · 1013 4.0 · 1010 0.74 258

5 Intracisternal Naive 9/mCherryf 0 624 500 5.5 · 1013 1.1 · 1011 2.41 397
6 Intracisternal NaI control I-124-NaI 0 NA 410 — — — 281

Intravenous NaI control I-124-NaI 112 NA 26 — — — 419

The initial I-124 calibrated activity for each experiment was 5.0 mCi, and the initial viral titer was *1 · 1013 gc. PET/CT was performed 1, 24, 48, and 72 h after
I-124-labeled vector administration.

aAll NHP (African green monkeys), adult males (5–7 years; 5.5–8.5 kg); total of n = 6 NHP were administered with n = 1/serotype/route plus n = 1 control for
free I-124 activity. For NHP1–4, each was administered an I-124-labeled vector twice, with the second administration 63 to 91 days later; for NHP6 (NaI control),
I-124-NaI was administered twice (different routes), with the second administered at 112 days.

bNHP immunity status. For the initial vector administration, the NHP were immune-naive to the capsid; at the time of the second administration with the same
capsid, the NHP had developed immunity against the capsid (Figs. 3A, B and 9A, B); the NaI control remained capsid immune-naive.

cVectors tested were AAV9 (9) or AAVrh.10 (10) serotypes, with mCherry transgene for initial exposure, and human FXN transgene for the second immunized
round of imaging.

dActivity measured from the 1-h PET scan on day 0.
eViral titer not performed for NHP3; the titer is an estimated value based upon the use of the same initial vector titer that was used for the other labeling

experiments and resulting image quality.
fNHP5 received a total vector dose *10 · higher (5.5 · 1013 gc, compared with *5 · 1012 gc for NHP1–4). mCherry protein was assessed in this NHP at

6 weeks.
AAV, adeno-associated virus; CT, computed tomography; FXN, frataxin; I-124, iodine-124; NHP, nonhuman primates; PET, positron emission tomography.
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heparin flush solution. The NHP was transported to the

PET/CT (computed tomography) imaging room at the

Citigroup Biomedical Imaging Center and placed in a

right-side lateral recumbency position on a raised platform

atop the scan bed, perpendicular to the scanner bore axis to

allow for whole-body PET imaging. Immediately before

the initiation of the scan, the injectate (1.0 mL) was slowly

administered via catheter port (0.5 mL/min), followed by

1 mL of saline flush. Leftover vector in the syringe/needle

was measured for radioactivity; this amount was sub-

tracted from the original syringe amount to determine the

injected activity.

IC administration. With the NHP anesthetized, the

dorsal upper neck/lower skull area was shaved, the skin

scrubbed, and prepped for IC injection. The NHP was

transported to the PET/CT imaging room (CBIC) and a

sterile drape placed over the animal. While in a lateral

decubitus position, the head was held with one hand so that

the weight was taken off the spine and the head bent for-

ward. Occiput projections were found by palpation. A

spinal needle (22G, 1.5¢¢; Becton Dickenson, Franklin

Lakes, NJ) was used to pierce the neck skin medially to the

protuberantia occipitalis externa. The needle was then

gently guided steeply upward through the neck muscles to

the membrane atlanto-occipitalis posterior. The tip of the

needle was then inserted into this small gap to pierce the

cisterna magna.

The position of needle was confirmed by free flow of

clear cerebrospinal fluid back into the needle hub, and by

CT imaging of the needle in the cisterna magna before

injection of the radiolabeled AAV. For injections, the

radioactive infusate syringe was connected to a three-

way stop-cock (DiscoFix; B. Braun Medical, Bethlehem,

PA) and a T-connector set (6.5¢¢ tubing; B. Braun Med-

ical) to allow both the vector and flush to be attached in

line to the IC port and spinal needle. Air bubbles were

removed from the vector prep and flushed to the tip of the

syringe, which was sterilely attached via luer lock to the

first port on three-way stop-cock, with the saline flush

attached to the second port.

Following cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) collection, the

syringe/stop-cock assembly was attached to the spinal

needle hub gently as not to move the needle. The injectate

(1.0 mL) was slowly administered via catheter port

(0.5 mL/min), followed by 1 mL of saline flush as above.

Following administration, the needle was slowly removed

and gentle pressure was placed over the site. The cisterna

magna puncture was self-sealing. Leftover vector in

syringe/needle was measured for radioactivity and this

amount was subtracted from the initial syringe amount to

obtain the injected activity. Afterward, the NHP was

placed back into the right-side lateral recumbency position

on a raised platform on the scan bed, perpendicular to the

scanner bore axis to allow for the entire body to be within

the field-of-view of the PET detectors. The initiation of the

PET imaging session began after the CT alignments,

*15–20 min post-I-124/vector infusate injections.

Anti-AAV vector total and neutralizing
antibody titers

Serum was collected before AAV administration and

then at 2-week intervals afterward. Serum total anti-AAV

antibody titers were assessed in AAV9- or AAVrh.10-

coated enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay plates, as

described previously.12,40,43 Serum neutralizing anti-AAV

antibody titers were assessed in 293ORF6 cells by mea-

suring inhibition of AAV9- or AAVrh.10-mediated lu-

ciferase transgene expression.11,12,40,43

Positron emission tomography
All images were acquired using a Siemens Biograph

mCT PET/CT Scanner system (Siemens, Erlangen, Ger-

many) equipped with four PET detector rings. For each

imaging session, 1 h of dynamic PET imaging was per-

formed in list-mode immediately following CT scans.

List-mode raw data were reframed and reconstructed with

CT-based attenuation, scatter, and a point-spread-function

with time-of-flight compensations. Each NHP underwent

PET imaging scans on four successive days under general

anesthesia, at 1, 24, 48, and 72 h after vector adminis-

tration. For the IV administrations, the animals were

injected while already positioned in the PET scanner,

with imaging started immediately. For the IC adminis-

trations, additional procedural maneuvering was required

once the spinal needle was removed and animal in-

tubated, and the imaging was started *20 min following

I-124-AAV vector infusions.

The PET scanner was calibrated in Bq/mL on a quar-

terly basis, using a source of known activity comprising

deoxyglucose fluorinated with the positron emitter

fluorine-18 in solution. The calibrated activity was injected

into a phantom approved by the American College of

Radiology. All measurements in Bq/mL on the scanner

were within 1% of the calibrated source value over the time

period of the NHP experiments, which was *9 months.

Image analysis
Total activity in each measured organ at each time point

was determined by defining volumetric regions-of-interest

manually on registered day 0 PET/CT images using the

Siemens Inveon Research Workplace software (version

4.2). At a nominal in-plane voxel size of 2 · 2 mm2 and a

slice thickness of 5 mm, the activity was summed over the

slices containing each organ. The effective spatial reso-

lution for PET radioisotopes is affected by the positron

range and detector geometries. For example, a line source

of I-124 yields a spatial resolution defined by the full-

width-at-half-maximum image intensity of *5–6 mm for

human PET scanner detector configurations.53–56 Later

1240 BALLON ET AL.
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time point images were registered with day 0 images

using a manual rigid transformation. For whole-body

measurements, an effective half-life of I-124 (T1/2 eff)

was calculated by fitting a monoexponential function to

the longitudinal data. Biological half-lives were calcu-

lated from the effective half-lives as 1/T1/2 bio = 1/T1/2 eff

- 1/T1/2 phys, where T1/2 phys is the physical half-life of

I-124 (100.32 h).

Vector dosimetry
A simple compartmental model was applied to time-

activity curves for each NHP to facilitate the determi-

nation of organ biodistribution. The model assumed a

single-source component, which was taken as the blood

pool for IV injections and the CSF for IC injections, six-

organ compartments, including the liver, heart, vertebrae/

bone marrow, spleen, CSF/brain, and a remainder compart-

ment (‘‘body remainder’’) that was distributed throughout

the body, and two sink compartments, including accu-

mulation in the thyroid and the amount excreted. After

correction for physical decay, the time-dependent dis-

tribution of I-124 radioactivity after administration was

modeled as follows:

dCs tð Þ=dt ¼ � ksCs tð Þ

dCoi tð Þ=dt ¼ aoiksCs tð Þ � koiCoi tð Þ (1)

dCej tð Þ=dt ¼ aej(SkoiCoi tð Þ)

where Cs(t) is the amount of I-124 in the source com-

partment at time t, which decays via the biological rate

constant ks, Coi(t) is the amount of I-124 in the ith organ

(i = 1–6) fed by the source compartment with a distribution

fraction aoi and with decay constant koi, Cej(t) is the

amount of I-124 in the jth sink compartment (j = 1–2) fed

from the organs with a distribution fraction determined by

aej. The constraints S aoi = 1 and S aej = 1 were applied to

the model to enforce conservation of the total number of

I-124 atoms at all time points. With these considerations,

there are 9 Equations (1) with 13 free model parameters (6

independent distribution fractions and 7 decay constants).

Equations (1) were solved numerically for Cs(t), Coi(t),

and Cei(t) using regression by first minimizing the sum of

squares of the logarithmic residuals for the organ com-

ponents over all data points for each I-124 AAV admin-

istration, thereby determining the best estimates of aoi and

koi. The sink distribution fractions were obtained in a

second step, fitting the last two of Equations (1) to the

thyroid and excreted component, again minimizing the

sum of squares of the logarithmic residuals. The thyroid

component was measured directly from a region-of-

interest placed over the gland, and the excreted component

followed from the conservation of activity relation above.

Biological half-lives of I-124 in organs were calculated

from all decay constants k as T1/2 bio = 0.693/k. In a few

cases (AAV9 IV naive, AAVrh.10 IC immune, AAV9 IC

naive, AAV9 IC immune), a relaxation of strict enforce-

ment of the time conservation of I-124 activity in the

model achieved significantly better fitting to certain or-

gans. This resulted in more accurate calculations of the

organ decay half-lives. The violation of time conservation

results if all activity is not captured in the region-of-

interest selected for each organ at a given time point.

Note that the compartmental model does not distinguish

between I-124 bound to capsids, capsid fragments, or

unbound I-124.

In addition to the numerical solutions, the nine

Equations (1) were solved analytically using matrix

formalism that leads to a standard eigenvalue problem.

Since Equations (1) are a system of first-order linear-

coupled differential equations with constant coefficients,

the analytical solutions are straightforward,57 with all the

decay constants appearing as eigenvalues and the distri-

bution fractions as components of the eigenvectors.

Analytical and numerical results were compared as a

check for consistency by substituting the distribution

fractions and decay constants obtained numerically into

the functional forms obtained analytically, and then

noting any differences between each of the nine numer-

ical and analytical solutions.

In Equation (1) above, the set of coefficients aoi rep-

resents the fractional distribution of administered vector

reaching each organ. It is also possible to obtain a simple

estimate of the absolute amount of vector delivered to each

organ (Noi) by

Noi ¼ Nvaoi (2)

where Nv is the total amount of vector actually adminis-

tered. In our case, Nv = N0(Af/A0) where N0 is the injected

amount of vector including any amount still present in the

syringe and catheter after injection, and Af/A0 is the ratio of

the I-124 activity found in the PET image on day 0 im-

mediately after injection to the I-124 activity measured

just before the time of injection in a dose calibrator.

Combining both equations yields

Noi ¼ N0 Af=A0

� �
aoi: (3)

Therefore, for each administration, an estimate of the

amount of vector reaching a given organ contains three

measured quantities, N0, Af, and A0, and one model pa-

rameter aoi.

Statistical considerations
In this study, there was only one NHP per experiment,

and thus, a statistical assessment across individuals was

not possible. The results pertaining to compartmental
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model parameters in individual NHP should therefore be

considered preliminary assessments. Measurements of

signal-to-noise ratios of I-124 activity for all NHP in all

compartments (source, organs, and sink) were based upon

nuclear counting (Poisson) statistics. Calculations of chi-

square per degree-of-freedom were used to determine the

goodness-of-fit of the compartmental model to I-124 ac-

tivity versus time in organs.

RESULTS
IV administration to NHP with no preexisting
immunity

Control I-124-NaI administration resulted in distribu-

tion primarily to the thyroid, submandibular glands, and

parotid glands (Fig. 1A and Table 2). By 48 h, I-124 was

mostly in the thyroid and small intestines. The whole-body

biological half-life (T1/2) of I-124 NaI was 15.6 h, with

rapid elimination from all organs and rapid accumulation

in the thyroid (Table 3 and Fig. 2A, E).

In marked contrast, after IV administration of both

I-124-AAVrh.10 and I-124-AAV9, I-124 activity was

distributed primarily to the liver and heart (Figs. 1B, C,

and 2B, C; for a 24-h pseudo-three-dimensional view, see

Supplementary Video S1). Interestingly, however, there

was also distribution to the nose, parotid glands, sub-

mandibular glands, spleen, long bones, and vertebrae

(Fig. 1B, C). The tropism of both AAVrh.10 and AAV9

for the vertebrae (see Supplementary Fig. S2 for a close-

up view) is consistent with reports of AAV distribution to

bone and/or bone marrow.26,27 In addition, despite the

success of AAV9-administered IV in treating central

nervous system (CNS) disease in infants,58 in our as-

sessment of adult NHP, <1% of I-124 activity was dis-

tributed to the brain for either serotype-administered IV.

At 1 h, both vectors were observed in the large vascula-

ture. By 24 h, the thyroid was positive, likely reflecting

removal of I-124 from some of the vector capsids.

In general, quantitative analysis of IV administration of

I-124-AAVrh.10 and I-124-AAV9 to capsid immune-

naive NHP demonstrated that the two vectors behaved in a

similar manner with some minor differences. The total

body clearance of I-124 was similar, 61.9 h for AAVrh.10

and 54.1 h for AAV9, likely representing a combination of

deiodination of the capsid, capsid fragmentation, and ur-

ine/bowel elimination (Fig. 2A). The organ fractional

distribution was similar, with the liver dominating (18%

for rh.10, 41% for 9), with detectable but lower values in

the heart, vertebrae, and spleen, and <1% distribution to

CSF or brain parenchyma. Interestingly, a significant

amount of activity was spread diffusely throughout the

body, likely in muscle (65% for rh.10, 45% for 9).

In our analysis, the body fraction specifically represents

the I-124 signal detected in sites other than the liver, heart,

vertebrae, spleen, and CSF/brain (although visually little

activity was identified in the brain parenchyma, the

quantification, dominated >99% by CSF, includes both).

I-124 biological half-lives in organs ranged from 15 to

75 h, presumably reflecting the time evolution of capsid

metabolism. The skeletal muscle is a known site for dis-

tribution of both vectors, but at levels significantly lower

per unit mass than the liver.59,60 In that regard, the quad-

riceps show distribution of both I-124-AAVrh.10 and

I-124-AAV9 to skeletal muscle at a level per unit volume

that is considerably lower than the liver (Fig. 1 and Sup-

plementary Fig. S3). In the context that skeletal muscle

represents about 40% of the total body mass of primates,61

this suggests that approximately half of the IV-

administered vector is distributed to organs other than the

liver, heart, CSF/brain, and spleen, with skeletal muscle

representing a significant proportion of the ‘‘body re-

mainder.’’ However, we cannot delineate muscle cells

from the extensive microvasculature within the muscle.

Assessment of the fate of I-124-AAVrh.10 and I-124-

AAV9 vectors in specific organs following IV adminis-

tration supported the observation that, in general, the two

vectors behaved in a similar manner with some differences

(Fig. 2C–E). The biological half-life of the labeled capsid

within each organ likely represents capsid metabolism in

the form of destruction of the capsid and/or deiodination of

the label within the organ. Organ biological half-lives

ranged from about 15 to about 70 h, the measurement

upper limit of the method. With the caveat that the data are

from a single NHP for each serotype, there were differ-

ences in the behavior of the two vectors. For example, the

liver T1/2 for I-124-AAVrh.10 was 71.2 h versus 22.6 h for

I-124-AAV9, while the heart T1/2 was similar for both

(rh.10 vs. 9, 15.0 h vs. 15.6 h; Table 3).

IV administration to NHP with preexisting
anticapsid immunity

Systemic immunity against the AAVrh.10 and AAV9

capsids was induced by the first IV administration of the

rh.10 and 9 vectors, respectively (Fig. 3A, total anticapsid

antibodies; Fig. 3B, neutralizing anticapsid antibodies).

Thus, when AAVrh.10FXN was administered IV to NHP1 or

AAV9FXN was administered IV to NHP2, the vectors were

administered to NHP with preexisting immunity against the

relevant capsid. Qualitative analysis of whole-body PET

images dramatically demonstrated the consequences of ad-

ministering an AAV vector IV in the context of significant

preexisting immunity versus immune naive status. For ex-

ample, when compared with administration in nonimmune

NHP, there is a marked increase in distribution to the spleen

(AAVrh.10FXN; compare Fig. 3C with Fig. 1B).

A similar pattern was seen for AAV9FXN administered

to an AAV9 capsid immune NHP (compare Fig. 3D with

Fig. 1C). In the immune NHP, the I-124 signal in the

bladder is also observed, likely representing free I-124

and/or I-124 fragment clearance.
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Figure 1. PET images of I-124-labeled AAVrh.10 and AAV9 vectors following intravenous administration. For (A–C), the first image is the 1-h image with
identification of positive organs; this is followed by images acquired at 24, 48, and 72 h. See Table 1 for details of the dosing of each NHP. (A). Control—
intravenous administration of I-124-labeled NaI alone to NHP (NHP6) with no preexisting systemic anticapsid immunity (‘‘naive’’). (B) Intravenous administration
of I-124-labeled AAVrh.10mCherry, vector immune naive-NHP1. (C) Intravenous administration of I-124-labeled AAV9mCherry, vector immune-naive NHP2. All
images are maximum intensity projections normalized to injected activity and corrected for physical decay. AAV, adeno-associated virus; I-124, iodine-124;
NHP, nonhuman primates; PET, positron emission tomography.
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Quantitative analysis of the distribution of I-124-

AAVrh.10 and I-124-AAV9 when administered in the

context of systemic capsid immunity demonstrated sig-

nificant differences compared with administration to a

capsid immune-naive recipient. The total body clearance

of the I-124 signal was markedly shortened, from 61.9 to

25.6 h for AAVrh.10 and 54.1 to 24.2 h for AAV9

(Fig. 4A). Interestingly, the fractional distribution of the

vectors in the context of anticapsid immunity demon-

strated increased distribution of both AAVrh.10 and

AAV9 to the liver (AAVrh.10 naive 18%, immune 31%;

AAV9 naive 41%, immune 45%; Fig. 4B). However, the

I-124 was removed more quickly from the liver (T1/2

AAVrh.10 naive 71.2 h, immune 13.1 h; AAV9 naive

22.6 h, immune 10.1 h; Table 3). While a similar shorter

half-life was observed in immune animals with

AAVrh.10 and AAV9 in the heart and vertebrae, the

opposite was seen in the spleen (AAVrh.10 naive 20.6 h,

immune 63.0 h; AAV9 naive 22.9 h, immune 83.5 h;

Table 3).

IC administration to NHP with no preexisting
anticapsid immunity

As a control, IC administration of I-124-NaI demon-

strated distribution to the CSF, nose, parotid glands, and

thyroid, with some diffusion to the liver, heart, and blad-

der. The distribution to the brain was <1%. By 24 to 48 h,

most of the I-124-NaI was eliminated, with continued

presence, as expected, in the thyroid. In contrast, in NHP

with no preexisting immunity (NHP3 for AAVrh.10,

NHP4 for AAV9; see Table 1), IC administration of both

I-124-AAVrh.10 and I-124-AAV9 demonstrated very

different biodistribution compared with the control I-124

NaI and to IV administration of the vectors (Fig. 5). With

some quantitative differences, IC administration of

I-124-labeled AAVrh.10 and AAV9 capsids was similar

(Fig. 5B, C; for a 24-h pseudo-three-dimensional view,

see Supplementary Video S2). Both demonstrated dis-

tribution to the CSF, primarily the cisterna magna and

spinal canal. With the caveat that we only assessed n = 1

per vector, there appears to be increased breadth of the

Table 2. I-124 percentage organ biodistribution following administration of I-124-labeled vectors

NHP No.a Route Vector Immune Status a AAV Serotype/Transgenea Liver Heart Vertebrae Spleen CSF/Brain Body b

1 Intravenous Naive 10/mCherry 18.4 11.2 4.2 1.3 0.3 64.6
Immune 10/FXN 31.5 3.1 5.8 6.1 0.2 53.2

2 Intravenous Naive 9/mCherry 41.3 5.2 6.3 1.9 0.1 45.1
Immune 9/FXN 45.4 3.3 4.1 8.6 0.1 38.4

3 Intracisternal Naive 10/mCherry 12.0 5.0 1.0 0.5 14.0 67.6
Immune 10/FXN 11.4 2.1 1.8 7.2 14.5 63.0

4 Intracisternal Naive 9/mCherry 9.4 9.5 0.2 0.5 12.6 67.8
Immune 9/FXN 26.6 3.2 2.1 6.4 21.5 40.2

5 Intracisternal Naive 9/mCherry 20.2 5.0 2.6 1.8 4.0 66.4
6 Intracisternal NaI control I-124 alone 2.4 1.5 0.4 0.1 0.1 95.4

Intravenous NaI control I-124 alone 6.3 4.5 0.6 0.5 0.1 87.9

The percentage distribution for each organ is equal to 100*aoi where the distribution fractions aoi were calculated from Equation (1).
aSee Table 1 for description of NHP, immune status, and description of the AAV vectors.
bBody activity represents all I-124 activity that was not assigned to the five organs listed or the thyroid.
CSF, cerebral spinal fluid.

Table 3. I-124 biological half-life of I-124-labeled AAVrh.10 and 9 capsids in selected organs following vector administration

NHP No.a Route Vector Immune Status a AAV Serotype/Transgene a

Biological Half-Life, h

Source b Liver Heart Vertebrae Spleen CSF/Brain Body

1 Intravenous Naive 10/mCherry 0.7 71.2 15.0 53.3 20.6 25.7 60.1
Immune 10/FXN 0.7 13.1 10.8 19.1 63.0 15.9 24.0

2 Intravenous Naive 9/mCherry 1.2 22.6 15.6 34.0 22.9 24.8 48.7
Immune 9/FXN 0.8 10.1 9.7 13.2 83.5 13.2 22.8

3 Intracisternal Naive 10/mCherry 13.9 34.7 11.0 34.7 49.5 12.4 43.3
Immune 10/FXN 10.7 22.4 12.9 10.9 15.7 7.7 24.6

4 Intracisternal Naive 9/mCherry 12.8 66.5 12.6 42.3 55.3 26.7 23.1
Immune 9/FXN 9.6 5.4 5.9 6.1 25.5 7.7 14.1

5 Intracisternal Naive 9/mCherry 12.5 48.9 23.1 46.2 24.0 4.3 62.8
6 Intracisternal NaI control I-124 alone 5.0 14.3 11.3 11.3 13.3 9.9 24.5

Intravenous NaI control I-124 alone 0.7 12.8 9.3 18.0 8.9 14.7 14.5

The biological half-lives (in h) were calculated from decay constants as T1/2 bio = 0.693/k.
aSee Table 1 for description of NHP, immune status, and description of the AAV vectors.
bSource of I-124 activity is blood for the intravenous route and CSF for the intracisternal route.
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initial distribution of AAV9 versus AAVrh.10, in scans

>24 h in the spinal canal (Fig. 5B, C; Supplementary

Fig. S4). There was also significant distribution of both

vector capsids to the liver. Unexpectedly, however, for

the 1–72-h observation period, there was no detectable

signal above 1% of the administered amount in the brain

parenchyma. The I-124 signal in the CSF declined over

the 72 h, likely representing fragmentation of the capsid

and/or removal of the I-124 from the capsid.

Quantitative analysis demonstrated that the total I-124

body clearance was similar for IC administration of both

I-124-AAVrh.10 (84.5 h) and I-124-AAV9 (78.8 h), but

Figure 2. Quantification of biodistribution of I-124-labeled AAVrh.10 and AAV9 vectors following intravenous administration to NHP with no preexisting
systemic anticapsid immunity. The quantification is based on PET images shown in Fig. 1. (A) Whole-body clearance of I-124-labeled AAVrh.10 and AAV9
vectors administered intravenously to NHP1 and NHP2, respectively, with half-lives of AAVrh.10 (61.9 h), AAV9 (54.1 h), and control I-124-NaI (15.6 h). (B) Organ
fractional distribution (distribution fraction) of I-124-labeled AAVrh.10, AAV9, and NaI, after intravenous administration to NHP1, NHP2, and NHP6, respectively.
(C–E) Normalized I-124 activity showing uptake and elimination of I-124 in individual organs for AAVrh.10 (C), AAV9 (D), and NaI (E) following intravenous
administration to capsid immune-naive NHP1, NHP2, and NHP6, respectively. For (C–E), shown is the I-124 relative biodistribution to the liver, vertebrae, heart,
spleen, brain/CSF, and body (likely mostly muscle) component. Shown also are thyroid accumulation and calculated excreted I-124. The biological half-life
values for each component are detailed in Table 3. CSF, cerebral spinal fluid.

‰
Figure 3. Influence of preexisting anticapsid immunity on biodistribution of I-124-labeled AAVrh.10 and AAV9 vectors following intravenous administrations.
(A, B) Serum anticapsid antibody levels. Capsid immune-naive NHP1 was administered I-124-labeled AAVrh.10mCherry at time 0 (data in Figs. 1 and 2). This
evoked total (A) and neutralizing (B) serum anticapsid antibodies titers. After 9 weeks, NHP1 was administered I-124-labeled AAVrh.10hFXN intravenously to
assess the effect of preexisting AAVrh.10 capsid immunity on AAVrh.10 biodistribution as assessed by PET imaging. The same paradigm was used for AAV9
with NHP2, with the first administration of I-124-AAV9mCherry inducing anti-AAV9 antibodies, followed at 10 weeks with the administration of I-124-AAV9hFXN.
The NaI control (NHP6) did not have any anti-AAVrh.10 or AAV9 antibodies. For (C, D), the first image is the 1-h image with organs labeled; this is followed by
images acquired over time at 24, 48, and 72 h. (C) PET images of intravenous administration of I-124-labeled AAVrh.10hFXN administered to NHP1 at 9 weeks
when anti-AAVrh.10 systemic immunity had been established. (D) PET images of intravenous administration of I-124-labeled AAV9hFXN administered to NHP2
at 10 weeks when anti-AAV9 systemic immunity had been established. All images are maximum intensity projections normalized to injected activity and
corrected for physical decay. FXN, frataxin.
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about 30% slower than the same vectors administered

intravenously (compare Fig. 6A with Fig. 2A). Similar to

IV administration, the IC organ fractional distribution

showed that two-thirds (9) of the vector was widespread in

the ‘‘body remainder,’’ that is, not in the CSF, liver, heart,

or spleen (Fig. 6B and Table 2), suggesting that despite a

local administration to the CSF via the cisterna magna, a

significant amount of the labeled vector capsid diffused

from the CSF and was distributed throughout the body.

An unexpected finding was that while there was a dis-

tribution of 14% (AAVrh.10) and 13% (AAV9) in the CSF,

there was again little measurable signal (<1%) in the brain

parenchyma, despite direct AAV administration into the

CSF via the cisterna magna (Table 2). The T1/2 from the

individual organs following IC administration of AAVrh.10

and AAV9 was, in general, similar (Fig. 6 and Table 3).

There is clear evidence from us and others that IC

administration of AAVrh.10 and AAV9 vectors to NHP

with no preexisting immunity results in effective transfer

of vector DNA, mRNA, and protein product throughout

the brain.32,43,48,62–66 Thus, it was an unexpected obser-

vation that for the time period assessed (1–72 h), both

I-124-AAVrh.10 and I-124-AAV9 vectors administered

by the IC route appear to exhibit minimal diffusion into

the brain. This observation was even more evident in

single slices of brain when compared with the negative

NaI control (Fig. 7).

One possibility to explain this discrepancy is that the

doses used in the imaging of the immune-naive NHP

(3.1 · 1012 to 5.7 · 1012) were too low to saturate possible

binding sites, obviating sufficient vector available to

enter the CNS and effectively transfect brain cells. In this

Figure 4. Quantification of PET assessment of biodistribution of I-124-labeled AAVrh.10 and AAV9 vectors following repeat intravenous administration to NHP
with preexisting anticapsid immunity. The data are derived from quantification of PET studies shown in Fig. 3. (A) Whole-body clearance of I-124-labeled
AAVrh.10 and AAV9 vectors administered intravenously to vector immune NHP1 and NHP2, respectively, with half-lives of AAVrh.10 (25.6 h) and AAV9 (24.2 h),
and 124-NaI (15.6 h) as a control. (B) Organ fractional distribution of I-124-labeled AAVrh.10, AAV9, and NaI, after a second intravenous administration to NHP1,
NHP2, and NHP6, respectively. (C–E) Normalized I-124 activity showing uptake and elimination for individual organs for AAVrh.10 (C), AAV9 (D), and NaI (E)

following intravenous administration to vector immune NHP1, NHP2, and NHP6, respectively. For (C–E), shown is the I-124 relative biodistribution to the liver,
vertebrae, heart, spleen, and brain/CSF. Shown also are the thyroid accumulation and calculated excreted I-124. The biological half-life Values for each
component are detailed in Table 3.
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Figure 5. PET images of I-124-labeled AAVrh.10 and AAV9 vectors following intracisternal administration. For (A–C), the first image is the 1-h image with
identification of positive organs; this is followed by images acquired at 24, 48, and 72 h. See Table 1 for details of the dosing of each NHP. (A) Control
intracisternal administration of I-124-labeled NaI alone, vector immune-naive NHP6. (B) Intracisternal administration of I-124-labeled AAVrh.10mCherry, vector
immune-naive NHP3. (C) Intracisternal administration of I-124-labeled AAV9mCherry, vector immune-naive NHP4. All images are maximum intensity projections
normalized to injected activity and corrected for physical decay.
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context, the distribution beyond the immediate site of

vector deposition might have a threshold such that an

initial quantity of vector would be bound and not avail-

able for broad distribution. To assess this possibility, we

carried out an additional PET study animal (NHP5) in

which I-124-labeled-AAV9, with a 10-fold higher total

dose (5.5 · 1013 gc), was administered by the IC route

with no preexisting immunity. The pattern of I-124 dis-

tribution following IC administration of the 10-fold higher

dose at 24 h was generally similar to that of IC adminis-

tration of I-124-AAV9 with the lower dose (Fig. 8).

Importantly, when the brain of NHP5 was sectioned at

6 weeks after administration, there was widespread ex-

pression of the nonsecreted mCherry protein throughout

the brain (Fig. 8D), identical to that observed with prior

studies of unlabeled AAV9 and AAVrh.10.12,28,43 Based

on these observations, it is possible that with IC admin-

istration, vector slowly diffuses into the CNS over time.

Alternatively, the I-124 may be removed from the capsid

or the capsid fragments as the virus enters the brain pa-

renchyma. A third possibility is that the observed <1%

biodistribution to the brain parenchyma may be correct

and is responsible for the amounts of mCherry protein

observed.

IC administration to NHP with preexisting
anticapsid immunity

Both NHP responded with anticapsid total and neu-

tralizing antibodies following the first IC administration

of I-124-AAVrh.10 and I-124-AAV9 (Fig. 9A, B). When

Figure 6. Quantification of PET assessment of biodistribution of I-124-labeled AAVrh.10 and AAV9 vectors following intracisternal administration to NHP with
no preexisting anticapsid immunity. The data are based on quantification of PET images shown in Fig. 5. (A) Whole-body clearance of I-124-labeled AAVrh.10
and AAV9, vectors administered intracisternally to NHP3, NHP4, and NHP6, respectively, with half-lives of AAVrh.10 (84.5 h), AAV9 (78.8 h), and I-124-NaI (22.2 h)
as a control. (B) Organ fractional distribution of I-124-labeled AAVrh.10, AAV9, and NaI, after intracisternal administration to NHP3, NHP4, and NHP6,
respectively. (C–E) Normalized I-124 activity showing uptake and elimination for individual organs for AAVrh.10 (C), AAV9 (D), and NaI (E) following
intracisternal administration to vector-naive NHP3, NHP4, and NHP6, respectively. For (C–E), shown is the I-124 relative biodistribution to the liver, vertebrae,
heart, spleen, and brain/CSF. Shown also are the thyroid accumulation and calculated ‘‘excreted’’ I-124. The biological half-life values for each component are
detailed in Table 3.
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the I-124-AAVrh.10 and I-124-AAV9 vectors were

readministered intracisternally, the preexisting anticapsid

immunity had profound effects on the I-124 distribution

(Fig. 9C, D). An *10-fold increase of both I-124-AAVrh.10

and I-124-AAV9 activities was observed in the spleen, sim-

ilar to IV administration to the immune NHP (Fig. 10 and

Table 2). Similar to the IV study, all NHP given a second

administration of AAV were monitored by daily observations

and biweekly in-life health examinations and blood collec-

tion for systemic immunity monitoring (complete blood cell

counts and serum chemistry parameters). No adverse events

related to the vectors were observed during the study.

In the immune NHP administered with the AAVrh.10 or

AAV9 vectors by the IC route, the I-124 total body clear-

ance was rapid (24.4 h for AAVrh.10, 24.5 h for AAV9,

close to the total body elimination of the I-124-NaI control;

Fig. 10A). The fractional organ distribution for the immune

NHP versus the NHP with no prior anticapsid immunity

exhibited an increase in liver distribution and an *10-fold

increase in distribution to the spleen (compare Fig. 10B with

Fig. 6B). However, the T1/2 of the I-124 in the individ-

ual organs was in general shorter than in the immune-naive

NHP (compare Fig. 10C, D with Fig. 6C, D and Table 3).

Measurements of I-124 activity and additional
compartmental analysis

In most cases, values for I-124 activity obtained from

regions-of-interest in the specified organs were >10,000

Bq, yielding a signal-to-noise ratio >100:1. The main ex-

ceptions were in the CSF/brain where some measurements

at later time points were as low as 100 Bq for a signal-to-

noise ratio of 10:1.

Figure 7. PET/CT of I-124-labeled AAVrh.10 and AAV9 vectors in the head region following intracisternal administration to vector immune-naive NHP. Each
NHP PET/CT head was examined using thin cross-sectioning to determine I-124-AAV location 24 h postadministration of I-124-AAV. PET/CT merged sets were
sectioned at five representative sites (5 mm thick). See axial view insert for approximate locations of the slices (black lines superimposed over the skull), with
panel letters for each slice. (A–O) Each row shows five coronal sections, anterior to posterior, for NHP6 (NaI control, A–E), NHP3 (AAVrh.10, F–J), and NHP4
(AAV9, K–O), respectively. The color bar shows the intensity of radioactivity for the PET images; identification of I-124 intensity is shown as high I-124
detection in red/orange, with lowest purple/black. Landmarks in the NHP head and spine are noted in the panels, with white labels indicating bones and yellow
labels for I-124 PET signal. Since spatial resolution was limited to a few mm3, it was not always possible to identify specific structures. The top of the skull is at
the top of each panel. The gray CT shadows under the head and body are heating pads placed to keep the animals warm during the scans. cas, calcarine
sulcus; cgs, cingulate sulcus; cm, cisterna magna; cs, cavernous sinus; CT, computed tomography; ls, lateral sulcus; lv, lateral ventricle; pg, parotid gland; pit,
pituitary; slg, sublingual gland; smg, submandibular gland; sss, superior sagittal sinus; ts, transverse sinus.
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Solutions to the compartmental model of Equation (1)

were easily fitted to the organ and sink components

(Figs. 2C–E, 4C–E, 6C–E, 8C, and 10C–E), yielding a chi-

square per degree-of-freedom of 1.15 – 0.46 for the full set

of 11 experiments listed in Table 1. Only the organs were

fitted in the initial regression, and the source term ks was a

parameter of the fitting routine. The half-lives of I-124

from the source were quite similar for all IV administra-

tions (0.8 – 0.2 h) as well as for all IC administrations

(10.4 – 3.5 h; Table 3). In all cases, after leaving the

Figure 8. Quantification of PET assessment of biodistribution of I-124-labeled AAV9 vectors following intracisternal administration to NHP at high dose with
no preexisting anticapsid immunity. (A) Whole-body clearance of I-124-labeled AAV9 vectors administered intracisternally to NHP5, with half-lives of AAV9
(72.2 h), and I-124-NaI (22.2 h) as a control. The AAV9mCherry vector was administered at a total dose 5.5 · 1013 gc, see Table 1 for details. (A) I-124-capsid
total body clearance. (B) Organ fractional distribution. (C) Normalized I-124 activity showing uptake and elimination for individual organs. (D) Biodistribution of
mCherry marker protein in brain samples in NHP5 following intracisternal administration of a high dose of AAV9mCherry. mCherry expression was measured
throughout the brain and in systemic organs 42 days after intracisternal administration. Following necropsy, the right hemisphere was sectioned into 1-cm-thick
coronal slabs and frozen at -80�C. Separate biopsy punches (n = 18, each 100–200 mg) were taken from across the eight coronal sections to examine
biodistribution of vector-mediated mCherry expression. Samples (100–200 mg) were also isolated from various organs to examine systemic mCherry biodis-
tribution. mCherry was quantified by mCherry ELISA; the data are reported as mCherry (pg)/mg total protein. Samples from naive NHP that received no AAV
were used for negative controls ‘‘1–3.’’ The samples in the NHP5 brain are numbered 1–18: (1) medial orbital gyrus; (2) frontal orbital gyrus; (3) straight gyrus; (4)
precentral gyrus; (5) superior frontal gyrus; (6) precentral gyrus; (7) caudate nucleus; (8) precentral gyrus; (9) corpus callosum; (10) thalamus/pars reticulata;
(11) superior parietal lobule; (12) pontine nuclei; (13) fusiform gyrus; (14) superior parietal lobule; (15) fusiform gyrus; (16) cerebellum, lobule IV; (17) cerebellum,
superior semilunar lobule; and (18) occipital gyrus. The identification of sites was based on www.scalablebrainatlas.incf.org/macaque. ELISA, enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay.

‰
Figure 9. Influence of preexisting anticapsid immunity on biodistribution of I-124-labeled AAVrh.10 and AAV9 vectors following intracisternal administrations.
(A, B) Serum anticapsid antibody levels. Capsid immune-naive NHP3 was administered I-124-labeled AAVrh.10mCherry at time 0 (data in Figs. 5 and 6). This
evoked total (A) and neutralizing (B) serum anticapsid antibody titers. After 10 weeks, NHP3 was administered I-124-labeled AAVrh.10hFXN by the in-
tracisternal route to assess the effect of preexisting AAVrh.10 capsid immunity on AAVrh.10 biodistribution via PET imaging. The same paradigm was used for
AAV9 with NHP4, with the first administration of I-124-AAV9mCherry inducing anti-AAV9 antibodies, followed at 13 weeks with the administration of I-124-
AAV9hFXN. The NaI control (NHP6) did not have any anti-AAVrh.10 or AAV9 antibodies. (C) PET images of intracisternal administration of I-124-labeled
AAVrh.10hFXN administered to NHP3 at 10 weeks when anti-AAVrh.10 systemic immunity had been established. For (C, D), the first image is the 1-h image with
organs labeled; this is followed by images acquired over time at 24, 48, and 72 h. (D) PET images of intracisternal administration of I-124-labeled AAV9hFXN
administered to NHP4 at 13 weeks when anti-AAV9 systemic immunity had been established. All images are maximum intensity projections normalized to
injected activity and corrected for physical decay.
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organs, we observed a distribution fraction of only a small

percent of I-124 to the thyroid, while the remainder

(>95%) was excreted (Figs. 2C–E, 4C–E, 6C–E, 8C, and

10C–E). When the analytical and numerical solutions

were compared as a consistency check on the method,

there was excellent agreement in all cases.

Estimates of absolute organ vector
doses following administration
of I-124-labeled vectors

One important future use of the I-124-labeled capsid

technology in humans is that it permits quantification of

both the distribution fraction and total vector dose to in-

dividual organs, parameters that at present are not avail-

able in human trials. In the five NHP, the estimated total

vector doses to the major individual organs were obtained

from Equation (3). This result directly depends upon the

assumption that, as vector is delivered to its natural targets

in the body, I-124 is retained on the capsid. Once the

vector is delivered, this assumption no longer applies, as

the capsid is processed over time as reflected in the decay

constants for each organ.

DISCUSSION

The gold standard for determining vector biodistribu-

tion in experimental animals has been the assessment of

vector DNA, mRNA, and/or protein in tissues obtained

from euthanized animals.5,6,19,21–24,60,67,68 Most of these

data are in mice,13,19,69 with limited studies in large ani-

mals.8,17,26–32 Both MRI and PET have been used in

mice25 and NHP23,52,62,70–76 to image the biodistribution

Figure 10. Quantification of PET assessment of biodistribution of I-124-labeled AAVrh.10 and AAV9 vectors following repeat intracisternal administration to
vector-capsid immune NHP. The data are based on quantification of PET images described in Fig. 9. (A) Whole-body clearance of I-124-labeled AAVrh.10 and
AAV9 vectors administered by the intracisternal route to vector-immune NHP3 and NHP4, respectively, with half-lives of AAVrh.10 (24.4 h) and AAV9 (24.5 h),
and I-124-NaI (22.2 h) as a control. (B) Organ fractional distribution of I-124-labeled AAVrh.10, AAV9, and NaI, after a second intracisternal administration to
NHP3, NHP4, and NHP6, respectively. (C–E) Normalized I-124 activity showing uptake and elimination for individual organs for AAVrh.10 (C), AAV9 (D), and
NaI (E) following intracisternal administration to vector-immune NHP3, NHP4, and NHP6, respectively. For (C–E), shown is the I-124 relative biodistribution to
the liver, vertebrae, heart, spleen, and brain/CSF. Shown also are the thyroid accumulation and calculated excreted I-124. The biological half-life values for
each component are detailed in Table 3.
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of vectors and gene products. In humans, there are ex-

amples of biodistribution measurements using tissue ob-

tained by biopsy or at autopsy, but there are no systemic

noninvasive biodistribution studies of AAV vectors.33 In

addition, to date there has been no quantitative evaluation

of vector biodistribution using noninvasive imaging

combined with compartmental modeling, which also

provides information on the kinetics of vector processing.

We used I-124 labeling of AAVrh.10 and AAV9, and

PET combined with a simple compartmental model to

assess vector distribution from 1 to 72 h following IV and

IC administration to NHP that were naive or immune to the

vector capsid. The radioisotope I-124 has been in use for

human and animal PET studies for more than many

years,36,77,78 and offers a potential pathway to the use of

our methodology to monitor AAV distribution in a clinical

setting. Following IV administration, both vectors be-

haved in a similar manner, distributed primarily to the

liver and to a lesser extent heart. Neither was detected at

significant levels in the brain. Both vectors administered

intravenously also distribute to the vertebrae. Whether this

is bone and/or bone marrow is not known, but the obser-

vation that the vectors traffic to vertebrae is of interest.26,27

Approximately 50% of the labeled capsids were dis-

persed throughout the body, independent of the liver,

heart, and spleen, at least in part in the skeletal muscle.

This observation is different from the widespread concept

that most intravenously administered vectors distribute

primarily to the liver.21,26,79 Preexisting immunity to the

capsid markedly changed the biodistribution, with 10-fold

increases in the spleen.

When administered directly to the CSF via the cisterna

magna, the I-124-labeled AAV was distributed to organs

with a half-life of *10 h. We know from our prior stud-

ies43 and that of others32,48,62–66,80 that IC administration

of AAVrh.10 and AAV9 vectors is highly effective in

transferring to the brain parenchyma vector DNA, with

consequent expression of transgene mRNA and protein. In

the present study, the one example of NHP5 necropsy

showed that widespread expression of the mCherry re-

porter gene throughout the brain 42 days after IC admin-

istration is consistent with prior reports of AAV9 vectors

administered by the IC route. It is possible that AAV

vectors are bound to receptors in the CSF epithelial lining

serving as a source of vector that slowly diffuses into the

brain parenchyma. A significant amount of IC-

administered vector diffuses out of the CSF (*40–65% of

both I-124 AAVrh.10 and I-124 AAV9) and is distributed

throughout the body.

The localization of I-124 to the spleen of immunized

animals was a consistent finding across both AAV sero-

types and both IV and IC delivery routes. The neutralizing

titers that were evoked in this study were to mimic the

condition of immunity for a readministration of an AAV

vector. The prior work of Gray et al.62 showed no inhib-

itory effect of neutralizing titers up to 1:128 at the time of

administration. However Samaranch et al.52 showed that

neutralizing titers above 1:200 did impact transduction.

Therefore, our redistribution of AAV due to immunity

with much higher neutralizing titers is consistent with

prior published data.

Assessment of AAV biodistribution
using in vivo imaging

The concept of using in vivo imaging to assess vector

biodistribution is not new. For example, optical biolumi-

nescence or fluorescence based on transgene expression,

using photons at optical wavelengths, has been used in

animal studies.81–83 However, imaging techniques that rely

on reporter genes to measure viral vector biodistribution

generally require several days to weeks of delay following

administration to generate sufficient expression for evalu-

ation.21,82,84 Shorter term measurements on the order of a

few hours to a few days would facilitate rapid quantification

of the relative amount of vector distributed to each organ. In

that regard, viral capsid radiolabeling using indium-11185

and copper-6425,86 has previously been reported.

In the present study, we made use of available tyrosine

residues to bind individual I-124 atoms to the capsid of

two serotypes of AAV: AAVrh.10 and AAV9. Given the

prevalence of tyrosine residues on capsids of most

nonenveloped viruses, this method should have wide

applicability. For whole-body measurements of vector

biodistribution, PET is a desirable imaging choice be-

cause it can scan large fields of view quickly.87–89 Iodine

is attractive not only due to its affinity for binding directly

to tyrosine residues on AAV capsid surface proteins, but

also since it is a positron emitter with a physical half-life

of 4.18 days, detection is possible for several days post-

administration.34

We therefore focused on the vector distribution during

this period (0–72 h). Since the time distribution of the

vector varies among the organs, multiple time points were

required. The choice of the four time points was selected

based upon our previous data in mice36 and was compat-

ible with the veterinary services required to handle the

NHP for imaging. We chose an AAV dose *5 · 1012 gc to

be administered to the NHP based on the minimal amount

that allowed good visualization of the PET signal of I-124

radiolabeled AAV across major organs in the body.

Our methods for capsid radioiodination are applicable

to virtually all AAV-based gene therapies. First, since they

are independent of transgene, they should be applicable to

all AAV serotypes provided the vector has tyrosine resi-

dues exposed on the capsid.37 Second, since our radio-

iodination methods use I-124, it is suitable for safe and

effective translation to humans.90 I-124 decays, in part, via

positron emission, and thus, the ultimate relevant radia-

tions are the 511 keV photons resulting from electron-

positron annihilation. Photons of this energy pass easily
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through tissue and allow imaging anywhere in the

body.34,36 Third, while the nuclear structure of different io-

dine isotopes varies, the atomic structure is for our purposes

identical. Thus, for example, I-131 could be substituted for

I-124, yielding a longer time window for observation, with

the caveat that SPECT (single-photon emission computed

tomography) must be used rather than PET.

The Iodogen radiolabeling method yielded about two

I-124 atoms per capsid on average. We administered to

each NHP1–4* 5 · 1012 capsids, which contained on

average 390 lCi of I-124. This permitted high-quality PET

images using a vector dose that can be routinely generated

in a vector production facility. When compared with an

isotope such as carbon-11, which is used routinely in PET

studies, I-124 has >300 times the number of nuclei present

for the same activity based upon the ratio of the physical

half-lives.

Biodistribution of I-124-labeled capsids
In the present study, imaging of I-124 radioactive

decay is proposed as a surrogate for AAV vector bio-

distribution in vivo. While it remains speculative to de-

finitively assign I-124 specifically to labeled virus in

vivo, absent quantitative data on how I-124 is processed

as the capsids are metabolized and transgene activity in

each of the studied organs, the compartmental model of

Equations (1) is consistent with the following inter-

pretation. First, the organ biodistribution quantification

parameters (distribution fractions, aoi) describe the af-

finity of an organ for infection by AAV, while the decay

constants (koi) depend upon the dynamics of infection

and uncoating. Upon initial vector administration, vir-

tually all I-124 remains bound to the vector in the source

compartment, otherwise rapid uptake in the thyroid would

be observed, as was observed with the control adminis-

tration of only I-124 NaI.

Using IV administration of the I-124-labeled AAV,

there is very rapid clearance from the blood pool, with a

half-life on the order of 1 h, while for IC administration,

the half-life is *12 h. Second, I-124 activity in each

organ reaches its maximum value rapidly after admin-

istration and begins to decline in most organs shortly

thereafter, suggesting that receptor binding, transloca-

tion, and uncoating processes are underway. Some of

the resulting free iodine is taken up by the thyroid, but

most I-124 is excreted in the urine or feces, presumably

either as free iodine, or bound to capsids or capsid

fragments.

Regarding organ biodistribution, the I-124-labeled

AAV PET data demonstrate that there is significant dis-

tribution to the liver, heart, and vertebrae following both

IV and IC administrations of AAV9 and AAVrh.10 to

serotype-naive animals, consistent with previous histo-

pathological studies.4,26–28 There was a dramatic differ-

ence in I-124 distribution in anti-AAV capsid immunized

NHP versus capsid immune-naive NHP. While also not

unexpected, this result can now be quantified, and may be

a useful tool for assessing human gene therapy treatment

and dosing applications.

There has been considerable interest in AAV9 for CNS

applications, with multiple reports of AAV9 effectively

crossing the blood/brain barrier following IV administra-

tion, including infants with spinal muscular atrophy.58,91–93

At the IV doses we tested, we observed relatively little I-124

activity in the CNS parenchyma, with values <1% of ad-

ministered activity in all cases.

In regard to IC administration, cortical brain structures

cannot be totally resolved due to the halo effect of I-124

in the CSF surrounding the brain. Thus, it is possible that

levels of vector in the cortex were higher than what was

measured in deep brain over the 72-h time window of

observation. There is also the possibility that vector is

quickly dehalogenated on crossing the blood/brain bar-

rier, or that diffusion into the brain parenchyma takes

place over a longer timescale than our measurements,

and/or that only on the order of up to 1% of vector is

delivered to the CNS after IC administration, but this is

still sufficient to produce the levels of protein reported in

the literature.

One of the limitations of this study is the use of a single

NHP for each vector/route of administration/immune

status. The use of rodents in this work would have allowed

statistical comparisons with larger cohorts per serotype

and route of administration. However, NHP afford several

significant advantages over rodents. First, the relative PET

spatial resolution throughout the whole body is improved

since the absolute resolution depends primarily on the

positron range and the size of the 511 keV photon detec-

tors. Second, organ vector tropism in NHP more closely

approximates humans. Third, an animal model with a large

brain size with physiology and biochemistry as close as

possible to that of the human is needed to infer dosing for

future clinical usage.94

The size of the NHP brain is *80 g compared with 2 g

for the rat brain43,95; therefore, vector diffusion through

the brain is much more indicative of what may be expected

in the 700 g human brain. The intermediate brain size also

allows for a smaller dose scale up to human, 10-fold, rather

than 500–1,000 · for rodents to human. The challenge to

using NHP is the expense related to purchase and housing,

as well as management throughout the experimental pro-

cedures, which required significant veterinary support.

Since all experiments were performed with n = 1 animal

per serotype and delivery route, the imaging and dosimetry

results should be considered to be preliminary.

Advantages and challenges of I-124 AAV
capsid labeling and imaging

As demonstrated, this technology facilitates the intro-

duction of in vivo viral vector organ dosimetry, and the
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simple compartmental model presented is a first step

toward this goal. Further refinement of this concept

requires additional consideration of both physical and

biological processes affecting the observed I-124

signal. Physical processes include all of the variables

that enter into calculations to convert the detection of

electron-positron annihilations in a PET scanner into

the spatial and temporal distribution of activity. Bio-

logical mechanisms include initial vector distribution

in the source pool, followed by vector uptake and un-

coating, as well as removal and secretion of intact vec-

tor or vector fragments. While the present study focused

on PET imaging, the measurement of urine and blood

for AAV intact capsids versus capsid fragments would

add important information to the mechanisms behind

AAV kinetics.

A limitation of this study is that there was no quanti-

tative whole-body method available for comparison of

biodistribution with the transgene product at a spatial

resolution similar to PET. Optical imaging of fluorescent

reporter genes offers visual confirmation of successful

infection and transduction in any organ, but currently can

provide only qualitative information regarding biodis-

tribution. Additional development of quantitative non-

invasive biomarkers for transgene biodistribution will

be useful.

Noninvasive methods to map AAV vector biodistribu-

tion throughout the body are useful not only to identify

capsid fate but also to identify off-target biodistribution

for potential vector toxicity.3 The radiolabeling method

chosen preserves significant vector function,37 and PET

provides a platform for quantitative assessment of vector

biodistribution. After refinement of our radiochemistry

procedures to consistently produce several 100 lCi of la-

beled product containing >1012 AAV capsids, infectivity

assays consistently yielded about 60% versus unlabeled

virus activity per 10,000 genome copies per cell.37 Both

the radiochemistry and imaging methods were designed to

facilitate noninvasive imaging well-suited for ultimate

translation to human use.

A direct benefit of the methodology would be the ability

to noninvasively monitor the effectiveness of AAV vector

administration in AAV gene therapy trials.96 This should

aid rapid assessment of new capsid designs and different

delivery routes by providing specific knowledge regarding

organ tropism in humans.

In conclusion, AAV capsids are amenable to stable

radioiodination based upon numerous exposed tyrosine

surface residues. The radiochemical method and resulting

labeling efficiency allow visualization and quantitation of

organ biodistribution via PET imaging after vector ad-

ministration. The methods described in this study have

significant translation potential to humans and are trans-

gene independent, suggesting their utility in a wide range

of gene therapy applications, where they should facilitate

the selection of appropriate delivery routes, vector doses,

and evaluation of potential toxicity for both novel and

existing vector serotypes and capsid designs.97 A natural

outgrowth of this technology is the development of

quantitative viral vector dosimetry, which should aid in

unblinding gene therapy administration and contributing

to precision medicine in the field.
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Supplemental Figure 1

Organ-specific vector dosimetry

AAV capsid plus expression cassette
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Supplemental Figure 3
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B. AAVrh.10, 

intravenous, 24 hr

C. AAV9, 

intravenous, 24 hr

A. NaI control, 

intravenous, 24 hr

Supplemental Video 1



C. AAV9, 

intracisternal, 24 hr

B. AAVrh.10, 

intracisternal, 24 hr

A. NaI control, 

intracisternal, 24 hr

Supplemental Video 2
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